
Dear-  Ed, 	 3/10/90 
. Back in 1973, with the first emerir crisis, I became aware of the many ways in which 

we are extravagant with energy, wasting eo much of it. Bince then I've been reusing paper 
that has a clean side when can, usually in drafts but also where it won't give offense. 
ISm using this with you.: for another purpose: as you get older and need exercise and it is 
prohibited by'weather, go to a nearby roll and walk. The one near us was bought by the 
DeBartolos and they are the last in the area to make even a gesture at being considerate 
of thepatients who are sent to malls to walk by their doctors. If ou are not yet that 
old, regular walking exercise is still good for you and provides thinking time. It does 
take a hunk out of ray day every day but I don't resent it. Hope your health is good! 

From your note of the fifth you are into many things'and appear to grleant as 
busy as one could hope to be. But they are with matters that now are not of interest to 
me because Idon't have time for those things that are. 

Yee, it was Lars Haansen. I'd forgotten thefirst name..  
Thanks for:the offer of the Geodnan videocassette but I'd not look at it and 

would merely add it to the nut stuff for archiVal purposes. It is nutty as hell and 
it serves the wrong purpose of deceiving and misleading people. 

Hannsen's clip, ae I thought I'd told you, is meek/ a very poor and entirely 
misrepresented w.aiglient of a bad copy of-the Zaoruder film. No value oor meaning at all. 

I don't subscribe to any of thn newslettere at all so Z can't tell you anything 
about Jerry Rose's. He apeeers to be a very fine and concerned awl yes, dedicated man. 
Met him only once. illeost all those people go in for theorizing without an adequate 
factual basis and I don't want to get involved in nay theorizing bdout whodUnit. 

You refer to getting inforration from cooper. It won't be inforr2ation, not from 
anything of his I've seen. 

If you only in  your wheels with him you'll be lucky. 
don't know anything at all about Harmsen and I don't now rememberewhere I 

scythe name. 

:'ve not heard from Walter Glanse in some time but laet .` heard he had beedme a 
lexicographer and was keeping busy with dictionaries. 

Beet wishes, 

Ir 4 


